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LOW PROFILE ROTATING CONTROL 
DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 13/621,016 filed Sep. 15, 2012 (U.S. Pat. No. 9,004,181 
B2 to grant on Apr. 14, 2015), which is a divisional of appli 
cation Ser. No. 1 1/975,946 filed Oct. 23, 2007 (now U.S. Pat. 
No. 8.286,734 B2 granted on Oct. 16, 2012), which applica 
tions are hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes in 
their entirety. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH ORDEVELOPMENT 

0002 N/A 

REFERENCE TO MICROFICHEAPPENDIX 

0003 N/A 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. 1. Field of the Invention 
0005. This invention relates to the field of fluid drilling 
equipment, and in particular to rotating control devices to be 
used in the field of fluid drilling equipment. 
0006 2. Description of the Related Art 
0007 Conventional oilfield drilling typically uses hydro 
static pressure generated by the density of the drilling fluid or 
mud in the wellbore in addition to the pressure developed by 
pumping of the fluid to the borehole. However, some fluid 
reservoirs are considered economically undrillable with these 
conventional techniques. New and improved techniques, 
Such as underbalanced drilling and managed pressure drill 
ing, have been used successfully throughout the world. Man 
aged pressure drilling is an adaptive drilling process used to 
more precisely control the annular pressure profile through 
out the wellbore. The annular pressure profile is controlled in 
such a way that the well is either balanced at all times, or 
nearly balanced with low change in pressure. Underbalanced 
drilling is drilling with the hydrostatic head of the drilling 
fluid intentionally designed to be lower than the pressure of 
the formations being drilled. The hydrostatic head of the fluid 
may naturally be less than the formation pressure, or it can be 
induced. 
0008. These improved techniques present a need for pres 
Sure management devices, such as rotating control heads or 
devices (referred to as RCDs). RCDs, such as proposed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,662,181, have provided a dependable seal in 
the annular space between a rotating tubular and the casing or 
a marine riser for purposes of controlling the pressure or fluid 
flow to the surface while drilling operations are conducted. 
Typically, a member of the RCD is designed to rotate with the 
tubular along with an internal sealing element(s) or seal(s) 
enabled by bearings. The seal of the RCD permits the tubular 
to move axially and slidably through the RCD. As best shown 
in FIG. 3 of the 181 patent, the RCD has its bearings posi 
tioned above a lower sealing element or stripper rubber seal, 
and an upper sealing element or stripper rubber seal is posi 
tioned directly and completely above the bearings. The 181 
patent proposes positioning the RCD with a housing with a 
lateral outlet or port with a circular cross section for drilling 
fluid returns. As shown in FIG. 3 of the 181 patent, the 
diameter of a circular flange at the end of a circular conduit 
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communicating with the port is Substantially smaller than the 
combined height of the RCD and housing. The term “tubular 
as used herein means all forms of drill pipe, tubing, casing, 
riser, drill collars, liners, and other tubulars for drilling opera 
tions as are understood in the art. 

0009 U.S. Pat. No. 6,138,774 proposes a pressure housing 
assembly with a RCD and an adjustable constant pressure 
regulator positioned at the sea floor over the well head for 
drilling at least the initial portion of the well with only sea 
water, and without a marine riser. As shown in FIG. 6 of the 
774 patent, the diameters of the circular flanges are substan 

tially smaller than the combined height of the RCD and pres 
Sure housing. 
(0010 U.S. Pat. No. 6,913,092 B2 proposes a seal housing 
with a RCD positioned above sea level on the upper section of 
a marine riser to facilitate a mechanically controlled pressur 
ized system that is useful in underbalanced Subsea drilling. A 
remote controlled external disconnect/connect clamp is pro 
posed for hydraulically clamping the bearing and seal assem 
bly of the RCD to the seal housing. As best shown in FIG.3 of 
the 092 patent, in one embodiment, the seal housing of the 
RCD is proposed to contain two lateral conduits extending 
radially outward to respective T-connectors for the return 
pressurized drilling fluid flow. As further shown in FIG. 3 of 
the 092 patent, each diameter of the two lateral conduits 
extending radially outward are substantially smaller than the 
combined height of the RCD and seal housing. 
(0011 U.S. Pat. No. 7,159,669 B2 proposes that the RCD 
positioned with an internal housing member be self-lubricat 
ing. The RCD proposed is similar to the Weatherford-Will 
iams Model 7875 RCD available from Weatherford Interna 
tional of Houston, Tex. 
(0012 Pub. No. US 2006/0108119A1 proposes a remotely 
actuated hydraulic piston latching assembly for latching and 
sealing a RCD with the uppersection of a marine riser orabell 
nipple positioned on the riser. 
(0013 Pub. No. US 2006/014.4622 A1 proposes a system 
and method for cooling a RCD while regulating the pressure 
on its upper radial seal. Gas, such as air, and liquid, such as oil, 
are alternatively proposed for use in a heat exchanger in the 
RCD. 

0014. An annular blowout preventers (BOP) has been 
often used in conventional hydrostatic pressure drilling. As 
proposed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,626,135, when the BOP's annular 
seals are closed upon the drill string tubular, fluid is diverted 
via a lateral outlet or port away from the drill floor. However, 
drilling must cease because movement of the drill string 
tubular will damage or destroy the non-rotatable annular 
seals. During normal operations the BOPs annular seals are 
open, and drilling mud and cuttings return to the rig through 
the annular space. For example, the Hydril Company of 
Houston, Tex. has offered the Compact GKR 7/16"- 3000 
and 5000 psi annular blowout preventers. 
0015 Small drilling rigs with short substructure heights 
have been used to drill shallow wells with conventional drill 
ing techniques as described above. Some Small land drilling 
rigs are even truck mounted. However, Smaller drilling rigs 
and structures are generally not equipped for managed pres 
Sure and/or underbalanced drilling because they lackpressure 
containment or management capability. At the time many 
Such rigs were developed and constructed, managed pressure 
and/or underbalanced drilling was not used. As a result of 
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their limited substructure height, there is little space left for 
additional equipment, particularly if the rig already uses a 
BOP. 
0016. As a result of the shortage of drilling rigs created by 
the high demand for oil and gas, Smaller drilling rigs and 
structures are being used to drill deeper wells. In some loca 
tions where such smaller rigs are used, such as in western 
Canada and parts of the northwestern and Southeastern 
United States, there exist shallow pockets of HS (sour gas), 
methane, and other dangerous gases that can escape to atmo 
sphere immediately beneath the drill rig floor during drilling 
and/or workover operations. Several blowouts have occurred 
in drilling and/or workovers in Such conditions. Even trace 
amounts of Such escaping gases create health, safety, and 
environmental (HSE) hazards, as they are harmful to humans 
and detrimental to the environment. There are U.S. and Cana 
dian regulatory restrictions on the maximum amount of expo 
Sure workers can have to such gases. For example, the Occu 
pational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sets an 
eight hour daily limit for a worker's exposure to trace 
amounts of HS gas when not wearing a gas mask. 
0017 Smaller drilling rigs and structures are also typically 
not able to drill with compressible fluids, such as air, mist, 
gas, or foam, because Such fluids require pressure contain 
ment. There are numerous occasions in which it would be 
economically desirable for such smaller rigs to drill with 
compressible fluids. Also, HSE hazards could result without 
pressure containment, such as airborne debris, sharp sands, 
and toxins. 

0018. As discussed above, RCDs and their housings pro 
posed in the prior art cannot fit on many Smaller drilling rigs 
or structures due to the combined height of the RCDs and 
their housings, particularly if the rigs or structures already 
uses a BOP. The RCD’s height is a result in part of the RCD’s 
bearings being positioned above the RCD's lower sealing 
element, the RCD’s accommodation, when desired, for an 
upper sealing element, the means for changing the sealing 
element(s), the configurations of the housing, the area of the 
lateral outlet or port in the housing, the thickness of the 
bottom flange of the housing, and the allowances made for 
bolts or nuts on the mounting threaded rods positioned with 
the bottom flange of the housing. 
0019 RCDs have also been proposed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
3,128,614; 4,154,448; 4,208,056; 4,304,310; 4.361,185; 
4,367,795; 4,441,551; 4,531,580; and 4,531,591. Each of the 
referenced patents proposes a conduit in communication with 
a housing port with the port diameter Substantially smaller 
than the height of the respective combined RCD and its hous 
1ng. 
0020 U.S. Pat. No. 4,531,580 proposes a RCD with a 
body including an upper outer member and a lower inner 
member. As shown in FIG. 2 of the 580 patent, a pair of 
bearing assemblies are located between the two members to 
allow rotation of the upper outer member about the lower 
inner member. 
0021 More recently, manufacturers such as Smith Ser 
vices and Washington Rotating Control Heads, Inc. have 
offered their RDH 500R RCD and Series 1400 “SHORTY” 
rotating control head, respectively. Also, Weatherford Inter 
national of Houston, Tex. has offered its Model 9000 that has 
a 500 psi working and static pressure with a 9 inch (22.9 cm) 
internal diameter of its bearing assembly. Furthermore, Inter 
national Pub. No. WO 2006/088379 A1 proposes a central 
ization and running tool (CTR) having a rotary packing hous 
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ing with a number of seals for radial movement to take up 
angular deviations of the drill stem. While each of the above 
referenced RCDS proposes a conduit communicating with a 
housing port with the port diameter Substantially smaller than 
the height of the respective combined RCD and its housing, 
Some of the references also propose a flange on one end of the 
conduit. The diameter of the proposed flange is also substan 
tially smaller than the height of the respective combined RCD 
and its housing. 
0022. The above discussed U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,128,614; 
4,154,448; 4,208,056; 4,304,310; 4.361,185; 4,367,795; 
4,441,551; 4,531,580; 4,531,591; 4,626,135; 5,662,181; 
6,138,774; 6,913,092 B2; and 7,159,669 B2: Pub. Nos. U.S. 
2006/0108119A1; and 2006/014.4622A1; and International 
Pub. No. WO 2006/088379 A1 are incorporated herein by 
reference for all purposes in their entirety. The 181, 774, 
092, and 669 patents and the 119 and 622 patent publica 
tions have been assigned to the assignee of the present inven 
tion. The 614 patent is assigned on its face to Grant Oil Tool 
Company. The 310 patent is assigned on its face to Smith 
International, Inc. of Houston, Tex. The 580 patent is 
assigned on its face to Cameron Iron Works, Inc. of Houston, 
Tex. The 591 patent is assigned on its face to Washington 
Rotating Control Heads. The 135 patent is assigned on its 
face to the Hydril Company of Houston, Tex. The 379 pub 
lication is assigned on its face to AGRSubsea AS of Straume, 
Norway. 

0023. As discussed above, along felt need exists for a low 
profile RCD (LP-RCD) system and method for managed 
pressure drilling and/or underbalanced drilling. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

(0024. A low profile RCD (LP-RCD) system and method 
for managed pressure drilling, underbalanced drilling, and for 
drilling with compressible fluids is disclosed. In several 
embodiments, the LP-RCD is positioned with a LP-RCD 
housing, both of which are configured to fit within the limited 
space available on Some rigs, typically on top of a BOP or 
surface casing wellhead in advance of deploying a BOP. The 
lateral outlet or port in the LP-RCD housing for drilling fluid 
returns may have a flange having a diameter that is Substan 
tially the same as the height of the combined LP-RCD and 
LP-RCD housing. Advantageously, in one embodiment, an 
annular BOP seal is integral with a RCD housing so as to 
eliminate an attachment member, thereby resulting in a lower 
overall height of the combined BOP/RCD and easy access to 
the annular BOP seal upon removal of the RCD. 
(0025. The ability to fit a LP-RCD in a limited space 
enables HS and other dangerous gases to be being diverted 
away from the area immediately beneath the rig floor during 
drilling operations. The sealing element of the LP-RCD can 
be advantageously replaced from above, such as through the 
rotary table of the drilling rig, eliminating the need for physi 
cally dangerous and time consuming work under the drill rig 
floor. The LP-RCD enables smaller rigs with short substruc 
ture heights to drill with compressible fluids, such as air, mist, 
gas, or foam. One embodiment of the LP-RCD allows rota 
tion of the inserted tubular about its longitudinal axis in 
multiple planes, which is beneficial if there is misalignment 
with the wellbore or if there are bent pipe sections in the drill 
String. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0026. A better understanding of the present invention can 
be obtained with the following detailed descriptions of the 
various disclosed embodiments in the drawings: 
0027 FIG. 1A is a side elevational view of a low profile 
rotating control device (LP-RCD), illustrated in phantom 
view, disposed in a LP-RCD housing positioned on a well 
head, along with an exemplary truck mounted drilling rig. 
0028 FIG. 1B is a prior art elevational view in partial cut 
away section of a nipple with a lateral conduit positioned on 
an annular BOP that is, in turn, mounted on a ram-type BOP 
stack. 
0029 FIG. 1C is similar to FIG. 1B, except that THE 
nipple has been replaced with a LP-RCD disposed in a LP 
RCD housing, which housing is positioned with an attach 
ment retainer ring mounted on the annular BOP, all of which 
are shown in elevational view in cut away section. 
0030 FIG. 2 is an elevational section view of a LP-RCD 
and LP-RCD housing, which LP-RCD allows rotation of the 
inserted tubular about its longitudinal axis in a horizontal 
plane, and which LP-RCD housing is attached to a lower 
housing with Swivel hinges. 
0031 FIG. 3 is similar to FIG. 2, except that the LP-RCD 
housing is directly attached to a lower housing. 
0032 FIG. 3A is a section view taken along line 3A-3A of 
FIGS. 2-3, to better illustrate the lateral conduit and its flange. 
0033 FIG. 4 is similar to FIG. 2, except that the LP-RCD 
housing is clamped to an attachment retainer ring that is 
bolted to a lower housing. 
0034 FIG. 5 is an elevational section view of a LP-RCD 
and LP-RCD housing, which LP-RCD allows rotation of the 
inserted tubular about its longitudinal axis in multiple planes, 
and which LP-RCD housing is threadably connected to an 
attachment retainer ring that is bolted to a lower housing. 
0035 FIG. 6 is an elevational section view of a LP-RCD 
and LP-RCD housing, which LP-RCD allows rotation of the 
inserted tubular about its longitudinal axis in a horizontal 
plane, and which LP-RCD bearings are positioned external to 
the stationary LP-RCD housing so that the outer member is 
rotatable. 
0036 FIG. 6A is a section view taken along line 6A-6A of 
FIG. 6, showing the cross section of an eccentric bolt. 
0037 FIG. 7 is an elevational section view of a nipple with 
a lateral conduit positioned on an integral combination hous 
ing for use with an annular BOP seal and a RCD, and a valve 
attached with the housing, which housing is mounted on a 
ram-type BOP stack. 
0038 FIG. 8 is an elevational section view of the integral 
housing as shown in FIG. 7 but with the nipple removed and 
a LP-RCD installed. 
0039 FIG. 9 is a schematic plan view of an integral hous 
ing with LP-RCD removed as shown in FIG. 7 with the valves 
positioned for communication between the housing and a 
shale shakers and/or other non-pressurized mud treatment. 
0040 FIG. 10 is a schematic plan view of an integral 
housing with LP-RCD installed as shown in FIG.8 with the 
valves positioned for communication between the housing 
and a choke manifold. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0041 Generally, the present invention involves a system 
and method for converting a smaller drilling rig with a limited 
Substructure height between a conventional open and non 
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pressurized mud-return system for hydrostatic pressure drill 
ing, and a closed and pressurized mud-return system for 
managed pressure drilling or underbalanced drilling, using a 
low profile rotating control device (LP-RCD), generally des 
ignated as 10 in FIG. 1. The LP-RCD is positioned with a 
desired RCD housing (18,40, 50,80, 132,172). The LP-RCD 
is further designated as 10A, 10B, or 10C in FIGS. 2-8 
depending upon the type of rotation allowed for the inserted 
tubular (14,110) about its longitudinal axis, and the location 
of its bearings. The LP-RCD is designated as 10A if it only 
allows rotation of the inserted tubular 14 about its longitudi 
nal axis in a horizontal plane, and has its bearings 24 located 
inside of the LP-RCD housing (18, 40, 50, 172) (FIGS. 2-4, 
and 7-8), 10B if it allows rotation of the inserted tubular 110 
about its longitudinal axis in multiple planes (FIGS. 1C and 
5), and 10C if it only allows rotation of the inserted tubular 
about its longitudinal axis in a horizontal plane, and has its 
bearings (126, 128) located outside of the LP-RCD housing 
132 (FIG. 6). It is contemplated that the three different types 
of LP-RCDs (as shown with 10A, 10B, and 10C) can be used 
interchangeably to Suit the particular application. It is con 
templated that the height (H1, H2,H3, H4, H5) of the com 
bined LP-RCD 10 positioned with the LP-RCD housing (18, 
40, 50, 80, 132) shown in FIGS. 2-6 may be relatively short, 
preferably ranging from approximately 15.0 inches (38.1 cm) 
to approximately 19.3 inches (49 cm), depending on the type 
of LP-RCD 10 and LP-RCD housing (18, 40, 50, 80, 132) as 
described below, although other heights are contemplated as 
well. 

0042 Turning to FIG. 1A, an exemplary embodiment of a 
truck mounted drilling rig R is shown converted from con 
ventional hydrostatic pressure drilling to managed pressure 
drilling and/or underbalanced drilling. LP-RCD 10, in phan 
tom, is shown clamped with radial clamp 12 with an LP-RCD 
housing 80, which housing 80 is positioned directly on a well 
head W. The well head W is positioned overborehole B as is 
known in the art. Although a truck mounted drilling rig R is 
shown in FIG.1, other drilling rig configurations and embodi 
ments are contemplated for use with LP-RCD 10 for offshore 
and land drilling, including semi-submersibles, Sub 
mersibles, drill ships, barge rigs, platform rigs, and land rigs. 
Although LP-RCD 10 is shown mounted on well head W, it is 
contemplated that LP-RCD 10 may be mounted on an annular 
BOP (See e.g. FIG. IC), casing, or other housing that are 
known in the art. For example, LP-RCD 10 could be mounted 
on a Compact GKR annular BOP offered by the Hydril Com 
pany or annular BOPs offered by Cameron, both of Houston, 
Tex. Although the preferred use of any of the disclosed LP 
RCDs 10 is for drilling for oil and gas, any of the disclosed 
LP-RCDs 10 may be used for drilling for other fluids and/or 
Substances, such as water. 
0043 FIG. 1B shows a prior art assembly of a tubular T 
with lateral conduit O mounted on an annular BOPAB below 
a rig floor RF. Annular BOPAB is directly positioned on well 
head W. A ram-type BOP stack RB is shown below the well 
head W. and, if desired, over another annular BOP J posi 
tioned with casing C in a borehole B. 
0044 Turning to FIG. 1C, LP-RCD 10B, which will be 
discussed below in detail in conjunction with the embodiment 
of FIG. 5, is mounted below rig floor RF on an annular BOP 
AB using an attachment member or retainer ring 96, which 
will also be discussed below in detail in conjunction with FIG. 
5. As discussed herein, any of the LP-RCDs 10 can be 
mounted on the top of an annular BOPAB using alternative 
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attachment means, such as for example by bolting or nuts 
used with a threaded rod. Although LP-LCD 10B is shown in 
FIG.1C, any LP-RCD 10, as will be discussed below in detail, 
may be similarly positioned with the annular BOPAB of FIG. 
IC or a gas handler BOP as proposed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,626, 
135. 

0045 FIG. 2 shows tubular 14, in phantom view, inserted 
through LP-RCD 10A so that tubular 14 can extend through 
the lower member or housing HS below. Tubular 14 can move 
slidingly through the LP-RCD 10A, and is rotatable about its 
longitudinal axis in a horizontal plane. The lowerhousing HS 
in FIGS. 2-6 is preferably a compact BOP, although other 
lower housings are contemplated as described above. LP 
RCD 10A includes a bearing assembly and a sealing element, 
which includes a radial stripper rubber seal 16 supported by a 
metal seal support member or ring 17 having a thread 19A on 
the ring 17 radially exterior surface. The bearing assembly 
includes an inner member 26, an outer member 28, and a 
plurality of bearings 24 therebetween. Inner member 26 has a 
passage with thread 19B on the top of its interior surface for 
a threaded connection with corresponding thread 19A of 
metal seal ring 17. 
0046 LP-RCD 10A is positioned with an LP-RCD hous 
ing 18 with radial clamp 12. Clamp 12 may be manual, 
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or Some other form of 
remotely operated means. Bottom or lower flange 23 of LP 
RCD housing 18 is positioned and fixed on top of the lower 
housing HS with a plurality of equally spaced attachment 
members or swivel hinges 20 that are attached to the lower 
housing HS with threaded rod/nut 22 assemblies. Swivel 
hinges 20 can be rotated about a vertical axis prior to tight 
ening of the threaded rod/nut 22 assemblies. Before the 
threaded rod/nut 22 assemblies are tightened, Swivel hinges 
20 allow for rotation of the LP-RCD housing 18 so that 
conduit 29, further described below, can be aligned with the 
drilling rigs existing line or conduit to, for example, its mud 
pits, shale shakers or choke manifold as discussed herein. 
Other types of connection means are contemplated as well, 
some of which are shown in FIGS. 3-6 and/or described 
below. 

0047 Stripper rubber seal 16 seals radially around tubular 
14, which extends through passage 8. Metal seal Support 
member or ring 17 is sealed with radial seal 21 in inner 
member 26 of LP-RCD 10A. Inner member 26 and Seal 16 are 
rotatable in a horizontal plane with tubular 14. A plurality of 
bearings 24 positioned between inner member 26 and outer 
member 28 enable inner member 26 and seal 16 to rotate 
relative to stationary outer member 28. As can now be under 
stood, bearings 24 for the LP-RCD 10A are positioned radi 
ally inside LP-RCD housing 18. As can also now be under 
stood, the threaded connection between metal seal Support 
ring 17 and inner member 26 allows seal 16 to be inspected for 
wear and/or replaced from above. It is contemplated that 
stripper rubber seal 16 may be inspected and/or replaced from 
above, such as through the rotary table or floor RF of the 
drilling rig, in all embodiments of the LP-RCD 10, eliminat 
ing the need for physically dangerous and time consuming 
work under drill rig floor RF. 
0048 Reviewing both FIGS. 2 and 3, LP-RCD housing 
conduit 29 initially extends laterally from the housing port, 
generally shown as 30, with the conduit width greater than its 
height, and transitions, generally shown as 31, to a flange 
port, generally shown as 32, that is substantially circular, as is 
best shown in FIG.3A. The shape of conduit 29 allows access 
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to threaded rod/nut assemblies 22. It is also contemplated that 
conduit 29 may be manufactured as a separate part from 
LP-RCD housing 18, and may be welded to or otherwise 
sealed with LP-RCD housing 18. The cross sectional or flow 
areas of the two ports (30.32), as well as the cross sectional or 
flow areas of the transition 31, are substantially identical, and 
as such are maximized, as is shown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 3A. 
However, different cross sectional shapes and areas are con 
templated as well. It is further contemplated that conduit 29 
and port 30 may be in alignment with a portion of seal 16. A 
line or conduit (not shown), including a flexible conduit, may 
be connected to the flange 34. It is also contemplated that a 
flexible conduit could be attached directly to the port 30 as 
compared to a rigid conduit 29. It is contemplated that return 
drilling fluid would flow from the annulus A through ports 
(30, 32), which are in communication, as shown with arrows 
in FIG. 2. 

0049 Turning now to FIG. 2, it is contemplated that height 
H1 of the combined LP-RCD 10A positioned with LP-RCD 
housing 18 would be approximately 16 inches (40.6 cm). 
although other heights are contemplated. It is further contem 
plated that outer diameter D1 of flange 34 would be approxi 
mately 15 inches (38.1 cm), although other diameters, shapes 
and sizes are contemplated as well. As can now be under 
stood, it is contemplated that the outer flange diameter D1 
may be substantially the same as housing height H1. For the 
embodiment shown in FIG. 2, it is contemplated that the ratio 
of diameter D1 to height 111 may be 0.94, although other 
optimized ratios are contemplated as well. In the preferred 
embodiment, it is contemplated that outer diameter D1 of 
flange 34 may be substantially parallel with height H1. It is 
also contemplated that diameter D2 of port 32 may be greater 
than fifty percent of the height H1. It is also contemplated that 
the seal height S1 may be greater than fifty percent of height 
H1. 

0050 Turning now to FIG. 3, the LP-RCD housing 40 is 
sealed with radial seal 42 and attached with threaded rod/nut 
assemblies 22 to lower member or housing HS using attach 
ment member 43. Attachment member 43 may have a plural 
ity of radially equally spaced openings 44 for threaded rod/ 
nut assemblies 22. It is contemplated that height 112 of the 
combined LP-RCD 10A positioned with LP-RCD housing 40 
would be 18.69 inches (47.5 cm), although other heights are 
contemplated. It is contemplated that the outer diameter D1 of 
flange 34 may be 15.0 inches (38.1 cm), although other diam 
eters, shapes and sizes are contemplated as well. For the 
embodiment shown in FIG.3, it is contemplated that the ratio 
of diameter D1 to height H2 may be 0.80, although other 
ratios are contemplated as well. It is also contemplated that 
seal height S2 may be greater than fifty percent of height H2. 
0051) Turning next to FIG. 4, LP-RCD housing 50 is 
sealed with radial seal 70 and clamped with radial clamp 62 to 
an attachment member or retainer ring 64. Clamp 62 may be 
manual, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or some other 
form of remotely operated means. Clamp 62 is received about 
base shoulder 51 of LP-RCD housing 50 and radial shoulder 
65 of retainer ring 64. Before clamp 62 is secured, LP-RCD 
housing 50 may be rotated so that conduit 60, described 
below, is aligned with the drilling rig's existing line or conduit 
to, for example, its mud pits, shale shakers or choke manifold 
as discussed herein. Retainer ring 64 is sealed with radial seal 
68 and bolted with bolts 66 to lowerhousing HS. The retainer 
ring has a plurality of equally spaced openings 69 with 
recesses 67 for receiving bolts 66. 
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0052 LP-RCD housing conduit 60 extends from the hous 
ing port, shown generally as 52. Conduit 60 has a width 
greater than its height, and then transitions, generally shown 
as 54, to a flange port, shown generally as 56, that is Substan 
tially circular. The cross sectional or flow areas of the two 
ports (52.56), which are in communication, as well as the 
cross sectional or flow areas of the transition 54 therebe 
tween, are substantially identical. However, different cross 
sectional areas and shapes are contemplated as well. It is 
contemplated that conduit 60 and port 52 may be in alignment 
with a portion of seal 16. A line or conduit (not shown), 
including a flexible conduit, may be connected to the flange 
58. It is also contemplated that a flexible conduit may be 
attached directly to port 52 as compared to rigid conduit 60. It 
is contemplated that height H3 of the combined LP-RCD 10A 
and LP-RCD housing 50 in FIG. 4 would be 19.27 inches (49 
cm), although other heights are contemplated. It is further 
contemplated that outer diameter D1 offlange 58 may be 15.0 
inches (38.1 cm), although other diameters and sizes are 
contemplated as well. For the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. 
it is contemplated that the ratio of diameter D1 to height H3 
may be 0.78, although other ratios are contemplated as well. 
It is also contemplated that the seal height S3 may be greater 
than fifty percent of height H3. 
0053 FIG. 5 shows a tubular 110, in phantom view, 
inserted through LP-RCD 10B to lower member or housing 
HS. Tubular 110 is rotatable in its inserted position about its 
longitudinal axis CL in multiple planes. This is desirable 
when the longitudinal axis CL of tubular 110 is not com 
pletely vertical, which can occur, for example, if there is 
misalignment with the wellbore or if there are bent pipe 
sections in the drill string. The longitudinal axis CL of the 
tubular 110 is shown in FIG.5 deviated from the vertical axis 
V of the wellbore, resulting in the tubular 110 rotating about 
its longitudinal axis CL in a plane that is not horizontal. While 
it is contemplated that longitudinal axis CL would be able to 
deviate from vertical axis V, it is also contemplated that lon 
gitudinal axis CL of tubular 110 may be coaxial with vertical 
axis V, and tubular 110 may rotate about its longitudinal axis 
CL in a horizontal plane. 
0054 LP-RCD 10B includes a bearing assembly and a 
sealing element, which includes a stripper rubber seal 83 
Supported by a metal seal Support member or ring 85 having 
a thread 87A on ring 85 radially exterior surface. The bearing 
assembly includes an inner member 82, an outer ball member 
84, and a plurality of bearings 90 therebetween. The inner 
member 82 has thread 87B on the top of its interior surface for 
a threaded connection with metal seal support ring 85. Exte 
rior surface 84A of outer ball member 84 is preferably con 
vex. Outer member 84 is sealed with seals 86 to socket mem 
ber 88 that is concave on its interior surface 88A 
corresponding with the convex surface 84A of the outer mem 
ber 84. LP-RCD 10B and socket member 88 thereby form a 
ball and socket type joint or connection. LP-RCD10B is held 
by socket member 88, which is in turn attached to LP-RCD 
housing 80 with a radial clamp 12. As previously discussed, 
clamp 12 may be manual, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 
or some other form of remotely operated means. It is also 
contemplated that socket member 88 may be manufactured as 
a part of LP-RCD housing 80, and not clamped thereto. 
0055 LP-RCD housing 80 is sealed with radial seal 94 and 
threadably connected with radial thread 92A to attachment 
member or retainer ring 96. Although radial thread 92A is 
shown on the inside of the LP-RCD housing 80 and thread 
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92B on the radially outwardly facing surface of retainer ring 
96, it is also contemplated that a radial thread could alterna 
tively be located on the radially outwardly facing surface of a 
LP-RCD housing 80, and a corresponding thread on the 
inside of a retainer ring. In Such an alternative embodiment, 
the retainer ring would be located outside of the LP-RCD 
housing. As best shown in FIG. 5, the threaded connection 
allows for some rotation of LP-RCD housing 80 so that the 
conduit 100, described below, can be aligned with the drilling 
rig's existing line or conduit, for example, to its mud pits, 
shale shakers or choke manifold as discussed herein. Retainer 
ring 96 is sealed with radial seal 98 and bolted with bolts 114 
to the lower member or housing HS. Retainer ring 96 has a 
plurality of equally spaced openings 117 spaced radially 
inward of thread 92B with recesses 116 sized for the head of 
bolts 114. 

0056 Stripper rubber seal 83 seals radially around tubular 
110, which extends through passage 7. Metal seal support 
member or ring 85 is sealed by radial seal 89 with inner 
member 82 of LP-RCD10B. Inner member 82 and Seal 83 are 
rotatable with tubular 110 in a plane that is 90° from the 
longitudinal axis or center line CL of tubular 110. A plurality 
ofbearings 90 positioned between inner member 82 and outer 
member 84 allow inner member 82 to rotate relative to outer 
member 84. As best shown in FIG. 5, the ball and socket type 
joint additionally allows outer member 84, bearings 90, and 
inner member 82 to rotate together relative to socket member 
88. As can now be understood, LP-RCD 10B allows the 
inserted tubular 110 to rotate about its longitudinal axis in 
multiple planes, including the horizontal plane. Also, as can 
now be understood, LP-RCD 10B accommodates misaligned 
and/or bent tubulars 110, and reduces side loading. It is con 
templated that stripper rubber seal 83 may be inspected and, 
if needed, replaced through the rotary table of the drilling rig 
in all embodiments of the disclosed LP-RCDs, eliminating 
the need for physically dangerous and time consuming work 
under the drill rig floor. 
0057 LP-RCD housing 80 includes conduit 100 that ini 

tially extends from the housing port, generally shown as 102. 
with conduit 100 having a width greater than its height, and 
transitions, generally shown as 118, to a flange port, generally 
shown as 106, that is substantially circular. The cross sec 
tional or flow areas of the two ports (102,106), which are in 
communication, as well as the different cross sectional areas 
of the transition 118 therebetween, are substantially identical, 
similar to that shown in FIG. 3A. However, different cross 
sectional areas and shapes are contemplated as well. It is 
contemplated that conduit 100 and port 102 may be in align 
ment with a portion of seal 83. A line or conduit (not shown), 
including a flexible conduit, may be connected to the flange 
108. It is also contemplated that outlet conduit 100 may be 
manufactured as a separate part from LP-RCD housing 80. 
and may be welded to LP-RCD housing 80. It is also contem 
plated that a flexible conduit may be attached directly to port 
102 as compared to a rigid conduit 100. 
0058. It is contemplated that height H4 of the combined 
LP-RCD 10B and the LP-RCD housing 80 in FIG.5 may be 
14.50 inches (38.1 cm), although other heights are contem 
plated. It is further contemplated that the outer diameter D1 of 
flange 108 may be approximately 15.0 inches (38.1 cm), 
although other diameters and sizes are contemplated as well. 
For the embodiment shown in FIG. 5, it is contemplated that 
the ratio of diameter D1 to height 114 may be 1.03, although 
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other ratios are contemplated as well. It is also contemplated 
that seal height S4 may be greater than fifty percent of height 
H4. 

0059 Turning to FIG. 6, a tubular 14, in phantom view, is 
shown inserted through LP-RCD 10C to the lower housing 
HS. Tubular 14 can move slidingly through LP-RCD 10C. 
and is rotatable about its longitudinal axis in a horizontal 
plane. LP-RCD 10C includes a bearing assembly and a seal 
ing element, which includes a radial stripper rubber seal 138 
Supported by metal seal Support member or ring 134 attached 
thereto. The bearing assembly includes top ring 120, side ring 
122, eccentric bolts 124, a plurality of radial bearings 128, 
and a plurality of thrust bearings 126. Metal seal Support ring 
134 has a plurality of openings, and top ring 120 has a plu 
rality of equally spaced threaded bores 137, that may be 
aligned for connection using bolts 136. Bolts 136 enable 
inspection and replacement of stripper rubber seal 138 from 
above. Other connection means, as are known in the art, are 
contemplated as well. 
0060 LP-RCD 10C is positioned with an LP-RCD hous 
ing 132 with the bearing assembly. As best shown in FIG. 6A, 
eccentric bolts 124 may be positioned through oval shaped 
bolt channels 130 through sidering 122. Bolts 124 are thread 
ably connected into threaded bores 131 in top ring 120. When 
bolts 124 are tightened, side ring 122 moves upward and 
inward, creating pressure on thrust bearings 126, which cre 
ates pressure against radial flange 125 of LP-RCD housing 
132, positioning LP-RCD 10C with LP-RCD housing 132. 
The variable pressure on thrust bearings 126, which may be 
induced before a tubular 14 is inserted into or rotating about 
its longitudinal axis in the LP-RCD 10C, allows improved 
thrust bearing 126 performance. Bolts 124 may be tightened 
manually, mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, or 
Some other form of remotely operated means. As an alterna 
tive embodiment, it is contemplated that washers, shims, or 
spacers, as are known in the art, may be positioned on non 
eccentric bolts inserted into top ring 120 and side ring 122. It 
is also contemplated that spacers may be positioned above 
thrust bearings 126. Other connection means as are known in 
the art are contemplated as well. 
0061. The bottom or lowerflange 163 of LP-RCD housing 
132 is positioned on top of lower member or housing HS with 
a plurality of attachment members or swivel hinges 140 that 
may be bolted to lower housing HS with bolts 142. Swivel 
hinges 140, similar to swivel hinges 20 shown in FIG. 2, may 
be rotated about a vertical axis prior to tightening of the bolts 
142. Other types of connections as are known in the art are 
contemplated as well, some of which are shown in FIGS. 2-5 
and/or described above. The stripper rubber seal 138 seals 
radially around the tubular 14, which extends through pas 
sage 6. As discussed above, seal 138 may be attached to the 
metal seal Support member or ring 134, which Support ring 
134 may be, in turn, bolted to top ring 120 with bolts 136. As 
can now be understood, it is contemplated that stripper rubber 
seal 138 may be inspected and, if needed, replaced through 
the rotary table of the drilling rig in all embodiments of the 
LP-RCD 10, eliminating the need for physically dangerous 
and time consuming work under the drill rig floor. 
0062 Top ring 120, side ring 122, and stripper rubber seal 
138 are rotatable in a horizontal plane with the tubular 14. A 
plurality of radial 128 and thrust 126 bearings positioned 
between the LP-RCD housing 132 on the one hand, and the 
top ring 120 and side ring 122 on the other hand, allow seal 
138, top ring 120, and side ring 122 to rotate relative to the 
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LP-RCD stationary housing 132. The inner race for the radial 
bearings, shown generally as 128, may be machined in the 
outside surfaces of the LP-RCD housing 132. As can now be 
understood, the bearings (126, 128) of LP-RCD 10C are 
positioned outside of LP-RCD housing 132. 
0063 LP-RCD housing 132 includes dual and opposed 
conduits (144, 162) that initially extend from dual and 
opposed housing ports, generally shown as (146, 160), with a 
width (preferably 14 inches or 35.6 cm) greater than their 
height (preferably 2 inches or 5.1 cm), and transition, gener 
ally shown as (150, 158), to flange ports, generally shown as 
(148, 156), that are substantially circular. The shape of con 
duits (144, 162) allow access to bolts 142. Housing ports 
(146, 160) are in communication with their respective flange 
ports (148, 156). The two ports, each of equal area, provide 
twice as much flow area than a single port. Other dimensions 
are also contemplated. It is also contemplated that conduits 
(144, 162) may be manufactured as a separate part from the 
LP-RCD housing 132, and be welded to the LP-RCD housing 
132. The cross sectional or flow areas of the ports (146, 148, 
156, 160), as well as the cross sectional or flow areas of the 
transition between them (150, 158) are preferably substan 
tially identical. However, different cross sectional areas and 
shapes are contemplated as well. Lines or conduits (not 
shown), including flexible conduits, may be connected to 
flanges (152, 154). 
0064. It is contemplated that height H5 of the combined 
LP-RCD 10C positioned with 
0065 LP-RCD housing 132 in FIG.6 may be 15.0 inches 
(38.1 cm), although other heights are contemplated. It is 
further contemplated that the outer diameter D3 of flanges 
(152,154) may be 6.0 inches (15.2 cm), although other diam 
eters and sizes are contemplated as well. For the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 6, it is contemplated that the ratio of diameter 
D3 to height H5 may be 0.4, although other ratios are con 
templated as well. In the preferred embodiment, it is contem 
plated that diameter D3 offlanges (152, 154) may be substan 
tially parallel with height H5. 
0.066 Although two conduits (144, 162) are shown in FIG. 
6, it is also contemplated that only one larger area conduit 
may be used instead, such as shown in FIGS. 1A, 1C, 2-5 and 
7. Also, although two conduits (144, 162) are shown only in 
FIG. 6, it is also contemplated that two conduits could be used 
with any LP-RCD and LP-RCD housing (18, 40, 50,80, 132, 
172) of the present invention shown in FIGS. 1A, 1C. 2-7 to 
provide more flow area or less flow area per conduit. It is 
contemplated that two conduits may be useful to reduce a 
restriction of the flow of mud returns if the stripper rubber seal 
(16, 83, 138) is stretched over the outside diameter of an 
oversized tool joint or if a foreign obstruction, partly restricts 
the returns into the conduits. The two conduits would also 
reduce pressure spikes within the wellbore whenever a tool 
joint is tripped into or out of the LP-RCD with the rig pumps 
operating. Alternatively, when tripping a tool joint out 
through the LP-RCD, one of the two conduits may be used as 
an inlet channel for the pumping of mud from the Surface to 
replace the volume of drill string and bottom hole assembly 
that is being removed from the wellbore. Otherwise, a 
vacuum may be created on the wellbore when tripping out, in 
a piston effect known as Swabbing, thereby inviting kicks. It 
is also contemplated that two conduits may facilitate using 
lifting slings or fork trucks to more easily maneuver the 
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LP-RCD on location. It is further contemplated, though not 
shown, that seal 138 may have a height greater than fifty 
percent of height H5. 
0067 Turning to FIG. 7, a nipple or tubular TA with lateral 
conduit OA is attached with integral housing 172 using radial 
clamp 12. Integral housing 172 is mounted above a ram type 
BOP stack RB shown below the well head W. and, if desired, 
over another annular BOP J positioned with casing C in a 
borehole B. Integral housing 172 contains known compo 
nents K. Such as piston P. containment member 184, and a 
plurality of connectors 182, for an annular BOP, such as 
proposed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,626,135. Annular seal E along 
axis DL may be closed upon the inserted tubular 14 with 
components K. Such as proposed in the 135 patent. It is 
contemplated that components K may preferably be compact, 
such as those in the Compact GKR annular BOP offered by 
the Hydril Company of Houston, Tex. 
0068 Housing 172 has a lateral conduit 174 with housing 
port 178 that is substantially circular, and perpendicular to 
axis DL. Port 178 is above seal E while being in communi 
cation with seal E. It is also contemplated that conduit 174 
may be manufactured as a separate part from LP-RCD hous 
ing 172, and may be welded to LP-RCD housing 172. If 
desired, valve V1 may be attached to flange 176, and a second 
lateral conduit 192 may be attached with valve V1. Valve V1 
may be manual, mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, 
or some other remotely operated means. Sensors S will be 
discussed below in detail in conjunction with FIG. 8. 
0069 FIG. 7 shows how integral housing 172 may be 
configured for conventional drilling. It is contemplated that 
when valve V1 is closed, drilling returns may flow through 
open conduit OA to mud pits, shale shakers and/or other 
non-pressurized mud treatment equipment. It should be noted 
that the presence of nipple or tubular TA with lateral conduit 
OA is optional, depending upon the desired configuration. 
Should nipple or tubular TA with lateral conduit OA not be 
present, returns during conventional drilling may be taken 
through port 178 (optional), valve V1 and conduit 192. As 
will be discussed below in conjunction with FIG. 9, other 
valves (V2, V3) and conduits (194, 196) are also contem 
plated, in both configurations valve V1 is opened. 
0070 Turning to FIG. 8, LP-RCD 10A is now attached 
with integral housing 172 using radial clamp 12. LF-RCD 
10A includes a bearing assembly and a sealing element, 
which includes radial stripper rubber seal 16 supported with 
metal seal support member or ring 17 having thread 19A on 
ring 17 exterior radial surface. While FIG. 8 is shown with 
LP-RCD 10A, other LP-RCDs as disclosed herein, such as 
LP-RCD 10B, 10C, could be used. The bearing assembly 
includes inner member 26, outer member 170, and a plurality 
of bearings 24 therebetween, which bearings 24 enable inner 
member 26 to rotate relative to the stationary outer member 
170. Inner member 26 and outer member 170 are coaxial with 
longitudinal axis DL. Inner member 26 and seal 16 are rotat 
able with inserted tubular 14 in a horizontal plane about axis 
DL. Inner member 26 has thread 19B on the top of its interior 
Surface for a threaded connection with corresponding thread 
19A of the metal seal support member or ring 17. Valve V1 is 
attached to flange 176, and a second lateral conduit 192 is 
attached with valve V1. It is contemplated that conduit 174 
and port 178 may be in alignment with a portion of seal 16. 
Annular seal E is coaxial with and below seal 16 along axis 
DL. 
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(0071 FIG. 8 shows how integral housing 172 and LP 
RCD 10A may be configured for managed pressure drilling. 
It is contemplated that valve V1 is open, and drilling returns 
may flow through housing port 178 and lateral conduit 192 to 
a pressure control device, such as a choke manifold (not 
shown). As will be discussed below in conjunction with FIG. 
10, other valves (V2, V3) and conduits (194, 196) are also 
contemplated. 
0072. As can now be understood, an annular BOP seal E 
and its operating components Kare integral with housing 172 
and the LP-RCD 10A to provide an overall reduction in 
height H6 while providing functions of both an RCD and an 
annular BOP. Moreover, the need for an attachment member 
between a LP-RCD 10 and the BOP seal E, such as attach 
ment members (20, 43, 64, 96, 140) along with a bottom or 
lower flange (23, 163) in FIGS. 2-6, have been eliminated. 
Therefore, both the time needed and the complexity required 
for rigging up and rigging down may be reduced, as there is no 
need to align and attach (or detach) a LP-RCD housing (18, 
40, 50, 80, 132), such as shown in FIGS. 2-6, with a lower 
housing HS using one of the methods previously described in 
conjunction with FIGS. 2-6. Furthermore, height H6 in FIG. 
8 of the integral RCD and annular BOP may be less than a 
combination of any one of the heights (H1, H2,H3, H4, H5) 
shown in FIGS. 2-6 and the height of lower housing HS 
(which preferably is an annular BOP). This is made possible 
in part due to the elimination of the thicknesses of the attach 
ment member (20, 43, 64.96, 140), a bottom or lower flange 
(23, 163) and the top of lower housing HS. 
0073. It is contemplated that the operation of the integral 
housing 172 with annular BOP and LP-RCD 10A, as shown 
in FIG.8, may be controlled remotely from a single integrated 
panel or console. Sensors S in housing 172 may detect pres 
Sure, temperature, flow, and/or other information as is known 
in the art, and relay such information to the panel or console. 
Such sensors S may be mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, 
pneumatic, or some other means as is known in the art. Con 
trol of LP-RCD 10A from such remote means includes bear 
ing lubrication flow and cooling. 
(0074 Threaded connection (19A, 19B) between ring 17 
and inner member 26 allows seal 16 to be inspected or 
replaced from above when the seal 16 is worn. Full bore 
access may be obtained by removing clamp 12 and LP-RCD 
10A including bearing assembly (24, 26, 170). Seal E may 
then be inspected or replaced from above by disconnecting 
connectors 182 from containment member 184, removing 
containment member 184 from housing 172 via the full bore 
access, thereby exposing seal E from above. It is also con 
templated that removal of ring 17 while leaving the bearing 
assembly (24, 26, 170) in place may allow limited access to 
seal E for inspection from above. 
0075. It should be understood that although housing lower 
flange 180 is shown over ram-type BOP stack RB in FIGS. 
7-8, it may be positioned upon a lower housing, tubular, 
casing, riser, or other member using any connection means 
either described above or otherwise known in theart. It should 
also be understood that although LP-RCD 10A is shown in 
FIG. 8, it is contemplated that LP-RCD (10B, 10C) may be 
used as desired with housing 172. 
0076 Turning to FIG.9, integral housing 172 is shown, as 
in FIG. 7, with no LP-RCD 10A installed. This reflects a 
configuration in which nipple or tubular TA with lateral con 
duit OA is not present during conventional drilling. Valve V1 
is attached to housing 172 (e.g. such as shown in FIG. 7), and 
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lateral conduit 192 is attached to valve V1. Other conduits 
(194,196) and valves (V2, V3) are shown in communication 
with conduit 192, for example by a T-connection. Valves (V2. 
V3) may be manual, mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneu 
matic, or Some other form of remotely operated means. One 
conduit 194 leads to a pressure control device, such as a choke 
manifold, and the other conduit 196 leads to the shale shakers 
and/or other non-pressurized mud treatment equipment. FIG. 
9 shows a configuration for conventional drilling, as it is 
contemplated that valves (V1,V3) may be open, valve V2 
may be closed, and drilling returns may flow through housing 
port 178 (shown in FIG. 7) and conduits (192, 196) to mud 
pits, shale shakers and/or other non-pressurized mud treat 
ment equipment. 
0077 Turning to FIG. 10, integral housing 172 is shown, 
as in FIG. 8, with LP-RCD 10A installed and attached. FIG. 
10 shows a configuration for managed pressure drilling, as it 
is contemplated that valves (V1,V2) are open, valve V3 is 
closed, and drilling returns may flow through housing port 
178 and conduits (192,194) to a pressure control device, such 
as a choke manifold. 
0078. It is contemplated that the desired LP-RCD 10 may 
have any type or combination of seals to seal with inserted 
tubulars (14, 110), including active and/or passive stripper 
rubber seals. It is contemplated that the connection means 
between the different LP-RCD housings (18, 40, 50,80, 132, 
172) and the lower member or housing HS shown in FIGS. 
2-6 and/or described above, such as with threaded rod/nut 
assemblies 22, bolts (22, 66, 114, 142), swivel hinges (20. 
140), retainer rings (64.96), clamps 62, threads 92, and seals 
(42, 68,94, 98), may be used interchangeably. Other attach 
ment methods as are known in the art are contemplated as 
well. 

0079 Method of Use 
0080 LP-RCD 10 may be used for converting a smaller 
drilling rig or structure between conventional hydrostatic 
pressure drilling and managed pressure drilling or underbal 
anced drilling. A LP-RCD (10A, 10B, 10C) and correspond 
ing LP-RCD housing (18, 40, 50, 80, 132, 172) may be 
mounted on top of a lower member or housing HS (which 
may be a BOP) using one of the attachment members and 
connection means shown in FIGS. 2-6 and/or described 
above, such as for example swivel hinges 140 and bolts 142 
with LP-RCD 10C. Integral housing 172 may be used to 
house an annular BOP seal E, and a desired LP-RCD (10A, 
10B, 10C) may then be positioned with housing 172 using 
one of the means shown in FIGS. 2-8 and/or described above, 
such as for example using radial clamp 12 with LP-RCD 10A. 
0081 Conduit(s) may be attached to the flange(s) (34,58, 
108,152, 154,176), including the conduit configurations and 
valves shown in FIGS. 9 and 10. The thrust bearings 126 for 
LP-RCD 10C, if used, may be preloaded with eccentric bolts 
124 as described above. Drill string tubulars (14, 110), as 
shown in FIGS. 2-8, may then be inserted through a desired 
LP-RCD 10 for drilling or other operations. LP-RCD stripper 
rubber seal (16, 83, 138) rotates with tubulars (14, 110), 
allows them to slide through, and seals the annular space A so 
that drilling fluid returns (shown with arrows in FIG. 2) will 
be directed through the conduit(s) (29, 60, 100, 144, 162, 
174). When desired the stripper rubber seal (16, 83, 138) may 
be inspected and, if needed, replaced from above, by remov 
ing ring (17. 85, 134). Moreover, for housing 172, shown in 
FIGS. 7-10, annular BOP seal E may be inspected and/or 
removed as described above. 
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I0082 For conventional drilling using housing 172 in the 
configuration shown in FIG. 7 with no LP-RCD 10 installed, 
valve V1 may be closed, so that drilling returns flow through 
lateral conduit OA to the mud pits, shale shakers or other 
non-pressurized mud treatment equipment. For conventional 
drilling with the conduit/valve configuration in FIG. 9 (and 
when nipple or tubular TA with lateral conduit OA is not 
present), valves (V1,V3) are open, valve V2 is closed so that 
drilling returns may flow through housing port 178 and con 
duits (192, 196) to mud pits, shale shakers and/or other non 
pressurized mud treatment equipment. For managed pressure 
drilling using housing 172 in the configuration shown in FIG. 
8 with LP-RCD 10A installed and attached, valve V1 is 
opened, so that drilling returns flow through housing port 178 
and conduit 192 to a pressure control device. Such as a choke 
manifold. For managed pressure drilling with the configura 
tion in FIG. 10, valves (V1,V2) are open, valve V3 is closed 
so that drilling returns may flow throughhousing port 178 and 
conduits (192, 194) to a pressure control device, such as a 
choke manifold. 

I0083. As is known by those knowledgeable in the art, 
during conventional drilling a well may receive an entry of 
water, gas, oil, or otherformation fluid into the wellbore. This 
entry occurs because the pressure exerted by the column of 
drilling fluid or mud is not great enough to overcome the 
pressure exerted by the fluids in the formation being drilled. 
Rather than using the conventional practice of increasing the 
drilling fluid density to contain the entry, integral housing 172 
allows for conversion in such circumstances, as well as oth 
ers, to managed pressure drilling. 
I0084. To convert from the configurations shown in FIGS. 
7 and 9 for conventional drilling to the configurations shown 
in FIGS. 8 and 10 for managed pressure drilling, conventional 
drilling operations may be temporarily suspended, and seal E 
may be closed upon the static inserted tubular 14. It is con 
templated that, if desired, the operator may kill the well 
temporarily by circulating a weighted fluid prior to effecting 
the conversion from conventional to managed pressure drill 
ing. The operator may then insure that no pressure exists 
above seal E by checking the information received from sen 
sor S. If required, any pressure above seal E may be bled via 
a suitable bleed port (not shown). Valve V1 may then be 
closed. If present, the nipple or tubular TA may then be 
removed, and the LP-RCD 10 positioned with housing 172 as 
shown in FIG. 8 using, for example, clamp 12. Valves (V1, 
V2) are then opened for the configuration shown in FIG. 10, 
and valve V3 is closed to insure that drilling returns flowing 
through housing port 178 are directed or diverted to the choke 
manifold. Seal E may then be opened, drilling operations 
resumed, and the well controlled using a choke and/or pump 
ing rate for managed pressure drilling. If the operator had 
previously killed the well by circulating a weighted fluid, this 
fluid may then be replaced during managed pressure drilling 
by circulating a lighter weight drilling fluid, Such as that in 
use prior to the kick. The operation of the integral annular 
BOP and LP-RCD 10A may be controlled remotely from a 
single integrated panel or console in communication with 
sensor S. Should it be desired to convert back from a managed 
pressure drilling mode to a conventional drilling mode, the 
above conversion operations may be reversed. It should be 
noted, however, that removal of LP-RCD 10A may not be 
necessary (but can be performed if desired). For example, 
conversion back to conventional drilling may be simply 
achieved by first ensuring that no pressure exists at Surface 
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under static conditions, then configuring valves V1,V2 and 
V3 to divert returns directly to the shale shakers and/or other 
non-pressurized mud treatment system, as shown in FIG. 9. 
0085. The foregoing disclosure and description of the 
invention are illustrative and explanatory thereof, and various 
changes in the details of the illustrated apparatus and system, 
and the construction and the method of operation may be 
made without departing from the spirit of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A system for forming a borehole using a rotatable tubu 

lar, the system comprising: 
a housing having a height and disposed above the borehole, 

said housing having a port; 
a bearing assembly having an inner member and an outer 
member and being positioned with said housing, one of 
said members rotatable with the tubular relative to the 
other said member and one of said members having a 
passage through which the tubular may extend; 

a seal having a height to sealably engage the rotatable 
tubular with said bearing assembly: 

a plurality of bearings disposed between said inner mem 
ber and said outer member; 

a lower member above the borehole; and 
an attachment member for attaching said housing to said 

lower member. 
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the lower member is an 

annular blowout preventer. 
3. The system of claim 1, wherein said attachment member 

having a radially outwardly facing thread and said housing 
having a radially inwardly facing thread to threadly attach 
said housing to said attachment member. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein said attachment member 
having a plurality of openings, wherein said attachment mem 
ber having a radially outwardly facing thread and said plural 
ity of openings are spaced radially inwardly of said radially 
outwardly facing thread. 

5. The system of claim 1, further comprising a flange 
having an outer diameter and a port, wherein said housing 
port communicating with said flange port. 

6. The system of claim 5, wherein said flange outer diam 
eter is substantially the same as said height of said housing 
and said bearing assembly after said bearing assembly is 
positioned with said housing. 

7. The system of claim 5, wherein said flange outer diam 
eter is at least eighty percent of said housing height of said 
housing and said bearing assembly after said bearing assem 
bly is positioned with said housing. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said housing port being 
alignable while being attached to said attachment member. 

9. The system of claim3, wherein said housing port being 
alignable while being attached to said attachment member. 

10. The system of claim 1, further comprising a ball and 
Socket joint connection between said housing and said bear 
ing assembly. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein said outer member 
having a curved surface and said housing having a corre 
sponding Surface to said outer member curved Surface to 
allow said bearing assembly to move to multiple positions. 

12. The system of claim 5, further comprising a conduit 
disposed between said housing port and said flange wherein 
said conduit having a width and a height wherein said conduit 
width being greater than said conduit height. 

13. The system of claim 1, wherein said attachment mem 
ber having a radially outwardly facing shoulder and said 
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housing having a radially outwardly facing shoulder, the sys 
tem further comprising a clamp to clamp said attachment 
member shoulder with said housing shoulder. 

14. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
a Support member for Supporting said seal with one of said 

members, wherein said Supporting member allows 
removal of said seal from both of said inner member and 
said outer member. 

15. The system of claim 7, wherein said seal height is 
greater than fifty percent of said height of said housing and 
said bearing assembly after said bearing assembly is posi 
tioned with said housing. 

16. A rotating control apparatus, comprising: 
an outer member; 
an inner member disposed with said outer member, said 

inner member having a passage; 
a seal having a height and Supported from one of said 
members and with the passage; 

a plurality of bearings disposed between said outer mem 
ber and said inner member so that one member is rotat 
able relative to the other member; 

said seal extending inwardly from the plurality ofbearings; 
a housing having a height to receive at least a portion of 

said inner member and said outer member and said hous 
ing having a port; and 

a flange having an outer diameter and a port, wherein said 
housing port communicating with said flange port while 
being aligned with said seal wherein said flange outer 
diameter is at least eighty percent of said housing height. 

17. The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising an 
attachment member having a connection means for connect 
ing with said housing. 

18. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein said housing port 
being alignable while being attached to said attachment mem 
ber. 

19. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein said flange outer 
diameter is Substantially the same as said housing height. 

20. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein said seal height is 
greater than fifty percent of said housing height 

21. The apparatus of claim 16, further comprising a conduit 
disposed between said housing port and said flange, wherein 
said conduit having a width and a height wherein said conduit 
width being greater than said conduit height. 

22. The apparatus of claim 20, further comprising a conduit 
disposed between said housing port and said flange, wherein 
said conduit having a width and a height wherein said conduit 
width being greater than said conduit height. 

23. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said seal height is 
greater than fifty percent of said housing height. 

24. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein said conduit width 
is greater than said conduit height for said conduit positioned 
above said attachment means, and said flange port is substan 
tially circular. 

25. The apparatus of claim 24, wherein said housing port, 
said flange port and said conduit each having a flow area and 
said flow areas being Substantially equal. 

26. A system for managing the pressure of a fluid in a 
borehole while sealing a rotatable tubular, the system com 
prising: 

a housing having a height and communicating with the 
borehole, said housing having a port; 

an outer member having an end rotatably adapted with an 
inner member having an end and having a passage 
through which the tubular may extend; 
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a plurality of bearings between said inner member and said 
outer member; 

a seal having a height and Supported by one of said mem 
bers for sealing with the rotatable tubular; 

said housing port communicating with and aligned with 
said seal; and 

a Support member for removably supporting said seal with 
one of said members end wherein said seal having height 
So that said seal height is greater than fifty percent of said 
housing height. 

27. The system of claim 26, further comprising: 
an attachment member for attaching said housing to a 

lower member. 
28. The system of claim 27, wherein said housing port 

being alignable while being attached to said attachment mem 
ber. 

29. The system of claim 26, further comprising a flange 
having a diameter and a port, wherein said housing port 
communicating with said flange port. 

30. The system of claim 27, further comprising a conduit 
disposed between said housing port and said flange, wherein 
said conduit having a width and a height and said conduit 
width being greater than said conduit height. 

31. The system of claim 30, wherein said conduit width is 
greater than said conduit height for said conduit positioned 
above said attachment member, and said flange port is Sub 
stantially circular. 

32. The system of claim 31, wherein said housing port, said 
flange port and said conduit each having a flow area and said 
flow areas being Substantially equal. 

33. The system of claim 30, wherein said conduit is flex 
ible. 

34. The system of claim 29, wherein said flange diameteris 
at least eighty percent of said housing height. 

35. A method for managing the pressure of a fluid in a 
borehole while sealing a rotatable tubular, comprising the 
steps of: 

attaching an attachment member to a lower member; 
attaching a housing having a height to the radially out 

wardly facing Surface of said attachment member after 
the step of attaching the attachment member to the lower 
member; 

passing the rotatable pipe through a bearing assembly hav 
ing an inner member and an outer member with said 
housing wherein one of said members is rotatable rela 
tive to the other of said members; 

sealing said bearing assembly with the rotatable tubular; 
and 

allowing rotary motion of said bearing assembly within 
said housing while the rotatable tubular is sealed with 
said bearing assembly and said housing is sealed with 
said lower member. 

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the lower member is 
an annular blowout preventer. 

37. The method of claim 35, wherein the step of attaching 
the housing comprising the step of: 

threadly attaching said housing to said attachment mem 
ber. 

38. The method of claim 35, wherein the step of attaching 
the attachment member to the lower member comprises the 
step of: 

securing said attachment member to the lower member. 
39. The method of claim38, wherein said attachment mem 

ber having a radially outwardly facing thread and wherein 
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said attachment member is secured to the lower member 
radially inwardly of said radially outwardly facing thread. 

40. The method of claim 35, further comprising a flange 
having a diameter, wherein said housing having a port com 
municating with a port in said flange, wherein said flange 
diameter is at least eighty percent of said housing height. 

41. The method of claim 40, further comprising the step of: 
aligning said housing port while attaching said housing. 
42. The method of claim 40, further comprising a conduit 

disposed between said housing port and said flange, wherein 
said conduit having a width and a height wherein said conduit 
width being greater than said conduit height, further compris 
ing the step of 

positioning the portion of said conduit having said conduit 
width greater than said conduit height above said attach 
ment member wherein the flow area in said housing port, 
said flange port and said conduit being Substantially 
equal. 

43. The method of claim 35, wherein the step of attaching 
said housing to the lower member comprising the step of 

clamping said attachment member with said housing. 
44. The method of claim 35, further comprising the step of: 
removably Supporting said seal having a height with one of 

said members, wherein said seal height is greater than 
fifty percent of said housing height. 

45. A rotating control apparatus, comprising: 
an outer member having a longitudinal axis; 
an inner member rotatably disposed with said outer mem 

ber along said longitudinal axis; 
a seal having a height and rotatably Supported from one of 

said members along said longitudinal axis; 
an annular blowout preventer seal disposed below said 

rotatably Supported Seal and along said longitudinal 
axis; and 

an integral housing having a height to receive a portion of 
said inner member and said outer member, said rotatably 
Supported Seal and said annular blowout preventer seal, 
said housing having a port not aligned with said longi 
tudinal axis while communicating with said rotatably 
Supported Seal and said annular blowout preventer seal. 

46. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein said rotatably sup 
ported seal and said annular blowout preventer seal are posi 
tioned in said integral housing while being free of an attach 
ment member. 

47. The apparatus of claim 45, further comprising: 
a Support member for Supporting said rotatably Supported 

seal with one of said members. 
48. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein said support mem 

ber allows removable of said rotatably supported seal from 
said inner member and said outer member. 

49. The apparatus of claim 45, further comprising a ball 
and socket joint between said housing and said outer member. 

50. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein said outer member 
having a curved Surface and said housing having a corre 
sponding Surface to said outer member curved Surface to 
allow said inner member to move to multiple positions. 

51. Method for inspecting an annular blowout preventer 
seal in a housing, comprising the steps of 

removing a bearing assembly having an inner member and 
an outer member from an opening in said housing, 
wherein one of said members is rotatable relative to the 
other said member and one of said members having 
passage; and 
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removing an annular blowout preventer seal from said 
housing through said housing opening after the step of 
removing the bearing assembly. 

52. The method of claim 51, wherein after the step of 
removing the bearing assembly said housing provides a full 
bore access to said annular blowout preventer seal. 

53. The method of claim 51, further comprising the step of: 
removing a containment member for said annular blowout 

preventer seal through said housing opening after the 
step of removing the bearing assembly. 

54. Method for conversion of a drilling rig between con 
ventional drilling and managed pressure drilling, comprising 
the steps of: 

providing a housing to receive an annular blowout preven 
ter seal and a removable rotatably Supported seal; 

sensing the pressure in said housing above said annular 
blowout preventer seal; 

directing drilling fluids from said housing to a pressure 
control device; and 

positioning said rotatably Supported seal to manage pres 
Sure in said housing while drilling. 

55. The method of claim 54, further comprising the step of: 
before the step of sensing the pressure in said housing, 

closing said annular blowout preventer. 
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56. The method of claim 54, further comprising the step of: 
after the step of positioning said rotatably Supported Seal, 

opening said annular blowout preventer. 
57. The method of claim 55, further comprising the step of: 
after the step of closing said annular blowout preventer, 

circulating a weighted drilling fluid. 
58. The method of claim 55, further comprising the step of: 
before the step of positioning said rotatably Supported Seal, 

removing a nipple from said housing. 
59. The method of claim 57, further comprising the step of: 
after the steps of circulating a weighted fluid and position 

ing said rotatably supported seal, circulating a drilling 
fluid lighter than the weighted drilling fluid. 

60. The method of claim 54, comprising the step of: 
remotely controlling the step of sensing the pressure. 
61. The method of claim 54, comprising the step of: 
remotely controlling the step of directing drilling fluids. 
62. The method of claim 54, wherein said rotatably sup 

ported seal and said annular blowout preventer seal are posi 
tioned in said housing while being free of an attachment 
member. 

63. The method of claim 54, further comprising the step of: 
removably Supporting said rotatably Supported seal. 
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